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About Us

We move, create opportunities and protect money for customers and clients 
worldwide. Kizavo  investment incorporation . is an investment management 
company. We are run by a team of trading experts who generate profits 
by buying and selling currencies, stocks, options and commodities on the 
foreign exchange market. We employ a variety of trading techniques to 
achieve the set goals for the client.

   For a secure and planned future

Kizavo  investment incorporation . 
consists a team of financial market 
professionals assembled specifically 
in order to provide the best possible 
trading conditions to its customers. Our 
specialists have been involved in the 
development of technical specification 
for designing an up-to-date platform 
that is suitable for both beginners and 
experienced traders.

We believe quality Forex investment 
can elevate investors and bring true 
financial freedom. Our trading bot 
has an 80% to 85% winning rate 
and has been back tested for over 
a period of 5 years. Our motto here 
at Kizavo  investment incorporation  
is “non-stop growth” and with our 
disciplined and passionate team of 
professional software programmers 
and traders, dedicated to providing 
the very best service, we believe 
strongly that we are the Forex 
investment platform for you.

Comprehensive financial advice and 
investment services that are tailored 
to meet your individual needs.
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 Company value
  Its all about your future

                                 Vision Statement
 
  
   For the past few years, we have been working on developing the best glob-
al trading platform. After nine months of preparation, we have a world-lead-
ing trading system that continues to set new standards. However, for Kizavo 
Biz, this is just the beginning. We will continue to leverage our expertise in 
artificial intelligence and neural networks to create technologies that make 
investing faster, better and easier.

Our team comprises seasoned professionals with years of experience in the 
financial industry. We leverage our expertise to provide tailored investment 
solutions designed to meet your specific needs and goals.

We prioritize transparency in everything we do. From clear communication 
about fees and performance to providing regular updates on your invest-
ments, we strive to build trust and confidence in our client relationships.

      Guarantee
    

We are here because weare passionate about open, 
transparent markets and aim to be a major driving 
force in widespread adoption, we are the first and the 
best in investment management.
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Customer
  Frequently Asked Questions

*What services does Kizavo Incorporation offer?
   Kizavo Incorporation provides a range of financial investment services, includ-
ing portfolio management, financial planning, and expert consultations tailored 
to meet your unique goals.

*What services does Kizavo Incorporation offer in terms 
of Marketing?
   Kizavo Incorporation provides innovative marketing solutions to enhance your 
financial journey. Our services include targeted campaigns, educational resourc-
es, and personalized insights to keep you informed and engaged.

*Does Kizavo Incorporation offer banking services?
   Kizavo Incorporation focuses on investment services and does not provide 
traditional banking services. However, our platform seamlessly integrates with 
various banking solutions for a comprehensive financial experience.

*How secure are banking transactions through Kizavo 
Incorporation?
   Kizavo Incorporation employs robust security measures to ensure the safety of 
your banking transactions. Our encryption technologies and stringent protocols 
prioritize the confidentiality and integrity of your financial information.

*Can I receive financial advice from Kizavo Incorpora-
tion?
   Absolutely! Kizavo Incorporation offers personalized financial consultations to 
guide you in achieving your financial goals. Schedule a consultation with our 
experts to receive tailored advice based on your unique circumstances.
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*What types of financial products are available on Kiza-
vo Incorporation?
   Kizavo Incorporation offers a diverse range of financial products, including 
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and more. Our experts can help you build a cus-
tomized portfolio aligned with your risk tolerance and financial objectives.

*How can I make payments through Kizavo Incorpora-
tion?
   While Kizavo Incorporation does not handle direct payments, our platform 
seamlessly integrates with secure payment gateways. You can manage your 
payments efficiently through our user-friendly interface.

*Where can I find Kizavo Incorporation’s Terms & Condi-
tions?
   Our comprehensive Terms & Conditions can be accessed here. We encourage 
you to review them to understand the terms governing your use of Kizavo Incor-
poration’s services.

*What do the Terms & Conditions cover regarding user 
responsibilities?
   The Terms & Conditions outline user responsibilities, including confidentiali-
ty, compliance, and ethical usage. Familiarize yourself with these guidelines to 
ensure a positive and secure experience with Kizavo Incorporation.

*How do I create an account on Kizavo Incorporation?
   Creating an account is simple! Simply click on the register link, fill out the 
form then submit. Once registered, you’ll have access to a range of personalized 
features to enhance your financial journey.
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          General Notes
             
            This document contains the profile of Kizavo investment incorporation  services.

Business name:
Kizavo investment incorporation .

Company registration number:
90-732864

VAT number:
LPN5665F1729

Support E-mail:
assist@kizavo.biz

Year of Incorporation
2021.

Business type:
Private company

Tax reference number:
10-9766494

Email:
assist@kizavo.biz

Physical address:
Jard De La Libertad Av Ateos Bl S No 16-A Cdad 
Merliot, San Salvador, El Salvador

Investments.
$150M
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 OUR PURPOSE

Our common Purpose is Creating opportunities 
to rise.

*Explore With Us
Seize the opportunity to grow your capital in the forex market by copying 
the trades of top preforming traders in our investment programme.

*Investment Management
We deliver active forex investment strategies across public and private 
markets and custom solutions to institutional and individual investors.

*Forex Trading
Global institutions, leading hedge funds and industry innovators turn to 

24/7
Live Support

174+
Countries Supported

HIGHLY
Secured Investments
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INVESTMENT PLANNING:
Raise Capital Faster & Negotiate
On Your Own 

Real Estate Investment

Assistance in identifying and ac-
quiring income-generating proper-
ties, including residential, commer-
cial, and industrial real estate.

Crypto Trading

Guidance and support for investing 
in various cryptocurrencies, including 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other digital 
assets.
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Oil and Gas Investment

Expertise in investing in the oil and 
gas industry, including exploration 
and production companies, refin-
ing operations, and energy infra-
structure projects.

Agriculture Investment

Opportunities to invest in agri-
cultural assets such as farmland, 
crops, and livestock, with potential 
for long-term growth and income.
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WHY CHOOSE US

Best Business Solutions For Financial 
Company

   Our team comprises seasoned professionals with years of experience in 
the financial industry. We leverage our expertise to provide tailored in-
vestment solutions designed to meet your specific needs and goals.

We prioritize transparency in everything we do. From clear communica-
tion about fees and performance to providing regular updates on your 
investments, we strive to build trust and confidence in our client relation-
ships.

We are award winning company
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   Let Us Work For You.

   The Forex market is volatile and forever changing due to economic events and
banks driving prices. That’s why here at Kizavo  investment incorporation . we make
protecting our client capital our number one priority, while our trading
systems trade alongside the banks with good risk to reward.

We’re all about building a unique 
culture that resonates with our 
platform.

   We know that being an investor can be confusing which is why here at Kizavo  
investment incorporation . we strive to build a culture around discipline, daily 
growth and behavioral consistency which are necessary keys to becoming a 
successful investor.

   Our goal is to create financial freedom and make the process both fun and 
profitable from novice to seasonal investors.

  Overview
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 Investment plans 

Enjoy real benefits and rewards on your accrue investing
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We aim at being number 1, if not the best, at this industry. We have laid out 

plans which are  already in motion to bring our reach far and wide. Our vision 

remains to help lift lives while  increasing our momentum in becoming the 

best crypto mining investment service across the  globe.

 

  Our goal is to reduce risks and guarantee a stable income for our investors 

and reinvestment of  assets accrued through all our trading activities. We 

have a team of experts on board from  different fields like finance, technical, 

management and analytics and this has empowered our  cause of taking this 

investment platform to a higher level.

  When you partner with us, your questions will be encouraged and our answers 

will be  straightforward. We will help you understand where and how your 

money is invested, how  your investments are performing, and how much it is 

costing you. As a bonus, you will have  access to tips and insights that can help 

you attain your specific goals.

  Do not forget that we would take further steps to make sure everyone gets 

top  quality service. If you have any queries about our services or any questions 

about  Crypto investment, do not hesitate to get in touch with us and our 

proficient team  will be back to you as quickly as possible.

  We believe in the divergence of investments; therefore, we work in several 

areas  like Crypto Mining, Trading, Backed Loan, Investments etc. with our team 

of  professionals each working in its specific area.

Strategy
a. Vision statement

b. Mission statement

c. Advantages

d. Guarantees

e. Business strategy
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TERMS
OF SERVICE
  Unless otherwise stated, the following expressions shall have the following 
meanings: “You” and “your” refer to you, as a user of the site. A “user” is someone 
who accesses, browses, crawls, scrapes, or in any way uses the site. “We”, “us”, and 
“our” refer to  Kizavo  investment incorporation . Company.

  By accessing this site, you are agreeing to be bound by these Terms of Service, 
all applicable laws, and regulations, and agree that you are responsible for 
compliance with any applicable local laws. If you don’t agree with any of these 
terms, you are prohibited from using or accessing this site. You understand and 
agree to accept these terms is, legally, the same as manually signing these terms.

  You agree to be of legal age in your country to partake in this program, and in all 
the cases your minimal age must be 18 years.  Kizavo  investment incorporation . 
Company is not available to the general public and is opened only to the qualified 
members of our site, the use of this site is restricted to our users and individuals 
personally invited by them.

  You agree to hold all principals and users harmless of any liability. You are 
participating at your own risk and you agree that past performance is not an 
explicit guarantee for the same future results. You agree that all information, 
communications, and materials you will find on this site are intended to be 
regarded as an informational and educational matter and not investment advice.

  You can use any available and the most convenient payment method from 
currently available on our site.  Kizavo  investment incorporation . never guarantees 
the availability of any payment method at any moment.  Kizavo  investment 
incorporation . may add, remove or suspend any payment method temporarily 
or permanently by its own discretion. Every deposit is considered to be a private 
transaction between the Kizavo  investment incorporation  and its users.

  If our system detects unauthorized or suspicious actions with your account, 
it may be temporarily locked until all circumstances have been clarified. The 
account can also be blocked permanently if clarifications are not provided by 
you at the reasonable requested time in full.

  We reserve the right to change these terms at any time and our sole discretion 
without prior notice. You agree that it is your sole responsibility to review the 
current terms. We are not responsible or liable for any damages, losses, and 
costs resulting from any violation of the conditions and terms and/or use of our 
site by a user. You guarantee to  Kizavo  investment incorporation . that you will 
not use this site in any illegal way and you agree to respect your local, national 
and international laws.
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You agree that all information, communications, materials coming from  
Kizavo  investment incorporation . are unsolicited and must be kept private, 
confidential and protected from any disclosure. Moreover, the information, 
communications, and materials contained herein are not to be regarded as an 
offer, nor a solicitation for investments in any jurisdiction which deems non-
public offers or solicitations unlawful, nor to any person to whom it will be 
unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.

There are special investment conditions for advertising sites and agents, 
including monitoring services, promotional blogs, forums and other similar 
sites. These conditions mean for us the right to change, adjust, add, delete active 
deposits, investment interests and terms.

DEFINITION

In case you find any discrepancies with the current account balance information 
concerning transactions on your account, you must inform the site administration 
immediately. We will consider the claim within 2 business days after its receipt 
and inform you of our decision.

Failure to inform us about the questionable transaction within 5 business days 
will constitute an absolute acceptance and approval of the action or omission 
by you.

We reserve the right not to act on instructions provided by you regarding the 
movement of funds and changes in personal profile if we are not satisfied as 
to their authenticity. We reserve the right to contact you regarding withdrawal 
requests or other transactions to perform security checks. We shall not be liable 
or responsible for the consequences of any delay or any loss arising as a result of 
being unable to contact you to complete the security checks.

DISCLAIMER
The materials on the  Kizavo  investment incorporation . site are provided “as 
shown”. We make no warranties, expressed or implied, and hereby disclaim and 
negate all other warranties, including without limitation, implied warranties 
or conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-
infringement of intellectual property or other violation of rights. Further, we 
don’t warrant or make any representations concerning the accuracy, likely 
results, or reliability of the use of the materials on our internet site or otherwise 
relating to such materials or on any sites linked to our site.
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You agree that the  Kizavo  investment incorporation . Company will not be liable 
to you for any losses or damages incurred by you (including lost profits, trading 
losses, and similar damages) during periods of market volatility, peak demand, 
systems upgrades, maintenance or for other reasons.

We shall not be liable for any losses arising from your failure to hold your computer 
systems free from malicious software used by third parties to get unauthorized 
access to your user account. It is your sole responsibility to check your system for 
trojans, keyloggers and other malware.

You agree to hold  Kizavo  investment incorporation . harmless of any liability 
regarding the possible loss of your funds during the investment process. 
You understand that you are participating at your own risk and that our past 
performance is not an explicit guarantee for the same future results.
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   Contact Us

Lets talk

Get in Touch.
  Having troubles, suggestions or informations you will like to share? Drop a 
message.

*Head Office

Jard De La Libertad Av Ateos Bl S No 16-A Cdad Merliot, San Salvador, El 
Salvador

*Email Us

assist@kizavo.biz

*Calling Support
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Support E-mail:
assist@kizavo.biz

Physical address:

Jard De La Libertad Av Ateos 

Bl S No 16-A Cdad Merliot, San 

Salvador, El Salvador
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Our goal is to be at the 
heart of the financial 
services industry.

Physical address:
Jard De La Libertad Av Ateos 

Bl S No 16-A Cdad Merliot, 
San Salvador, El Salvador     

assist@kizavo.biz

https://kizavo.com


